
Officer Minutes: February 19, 2013 

 

 

Charity Event 

 April 13
th

 is the date 

 Same room in Siebel 2504 

 Chipin Donation service for receiving money 

 Money donated has to be put in on paper, then taken out, then donated to Child’s Play 

Charity Event Game Specifics 

 Kieran/Anthony will go faster in Saaaannnniiiccccc 

 Don’t mess with the Charity game list on FB group 

 Kieran’s Idea: Have the losers who aren’t streaming play games on TV for people in the 

room to watch 

 Henry has other logistics to ask Sean about 

 

Monetary Report 

 Over 800 dollars, but 250 is invested in LoL prizes. 

 Sean wants 400-500 dollars for a club projector 

 Kieran’s stuff he wants to “donate” (for money) shouldn’t cost us too much 

 Projector is a large monetary chunk—maybe we should just make a fund for it 

 A few people haven’t given dues yet 

 

Riot Relationship 

 Henry suspects it will not last forever 

 Will Riot keep giving us the same prizes? 

 Henry doesn’t think Riot will keep giving “money” out 

 They may up qualifications 

 Tiza controls prizes—hard to get a hold of, however 

 Jaws gets back to Henry pretty soon 

 

EEAECO 

 NDA must be bidirectional 

 What  

 Nevermind, Henry is taking care of it 

 

Brawl Tourney Results at Illinites 

 Larry (illinites guy) almost got 2
nd

, but he literally cannot win since he hosted it 

 He wants it to happen again at the next Illinites, March 8
th

  

 We got 32 people playing, but about 20 were from Illinites and not the club 

 Ask Larry about better advertising 

 Most players were walk-ins— this number will decrease 

 Keep emails we received in a separate list 

 Next Illinites have an excel field where we put their email in our club email list if they 

say yes 

 



Alex: Send out LoL email about Finals , Henry will provide email 

 

Arin wants to do a paintball game 

 He’s still looking for an opportunity 

 Would probably take a whole day 

 Alex will NOT be going 

 

Emerald Draft by Kieran  

 He doesn’t know when it is 

 

2
nd

 to last meeting should be “Physical Activities Day” 

 Ultimate Frisbee 

 Red Rover? (Probably not) 

 Capture the Flag 

 Ninja 

 Duck Duck Goose???? 

 Amoeba tag 

 Fisheman tag—one person in the middle who has to tag people when they go across 

 Football????? 

 Soccer??????? 

 

LoL Inhouse Draft: Henry will attempt to make this better; NO EXCLUSION OF PEOPLE 

Brawl or PSABR Draft?? 

 

Game(s) of the Week 

 One or two videogames per week that we put up before the generic games that are there 

every week 

 Sean will get a GameFly account 

 Then we can get newish games 

 Only multiplayer games, unless there is a really interesting one-player game 

  

 

 

This Friday: 

 ISR Advertising in lounge 

 Movie Night in the basement @ 7:00 P.M. 

 Use Sam and Aaron to hand out handouts 

 Play boardgames/cardgames 

 Bring a Wii 

 Start at 5 P.M. 

 ONLY GET SPECIFIC PEOPLE TO COME 

 

This Saturday: 

 In Gregory 

 League Finals in Gregory ;  Henry and players will be streaming/playing in there 



 This time we will get rid of any squatters 

 Reserve the room this time? 

 League finals watching event from 6-10 PM 

 It will take the whole room, for people doing stuff 

 Between 30 to 80 people? 

 Reserve out rooms for people not wanting to watch LoL 

 Boardgames and such 

 GAMES OF THIS WEEK: Rhythm Heaven,  Ultimate Muscle, Octodad  

 

CONSTITUTION STUFF— 

 Kieran thinks people should have to update the constitution every semester 

 Need 5/7 votes to change something 

 Equipment managers must agree on what to buy, and have one other officer agree to buy 

something 

 Sean thinks his position should not be an officer—other officers disagree 

 Renting policy— no renting, unless it’s related to club, and then the equipment guy 

should be there 

 Everyone draft up a club message 


